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Abstract. In this work, the effect of cobalt, niobium and ruthenium, as single and double impurities, on the structural,
magnetic and electronic properties of titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) is investigated on the basis of the Korringa Kohn Rostoker
(KKR) method in combination with the coherent potential approximation (CPA). The exchange-correlation term is
addressed within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The densities of states demonstrate a clear development
of half-metallic (HM) behaviour with high spin polarization at the Fermi level (up to 100%) for the case of doping with
cobalt. Furthermore, co-doping (Nb, Ru) increases the Curie temperature of TiO2 to the maximum values of 542 and
440 K reached for Nb and Ru co-doped TiCoO2 , respectively. In these compounds, the super-exchange and doubleexchange interaction mechanisms explain the stability of ferromagnetic (FM) and anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) orders. Our
findings confirm that these new materials have an enhanced potential for spintronic devices.
Keywords. Oxide dilute magnetic semiconductors; electronic structure; magnetic properties; exchange mechanisms;
Ab-initio calculations.

1.

Introduction

Metal oxides, including TiO2 , ZnO, SnO2 , WO3 , CrO2 ,
NiO2 and CeO2 , have attracted a great deal of attention for
their use in the decomposition of organic pollutants [1–3].
In particular, titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) is an extensively
studied photocatalytic material [4,5], which can be used for
the solar energy conversion [6–8], water splitting [9] and
the degradation of industrial pollutants [10]. This natural
TiO2 has a large number of polymorphic crystalline. The
most common natural phases are the rutile and anatase
structures [11]. Both phases are characterized by a high
refractive index, high chemical and thermal stabilities and
low absorption in near-infrared and visible spectral regions
[12].
The identification of another titanium polymorph, characterized by a high chemical reactivity and an interesting
band gap value in the visible range [13], has encouraged the
experimental synthesis of new forms of TiO2 at high pressure with an energy gap close to the ideal high-performance
electrode band energy, which is around 2eV. In addition, the
structural transition from rutile and anatase forms to polymorphic isostructural with columbite [14,15], baddeleyite
[16,17] and cotunnite [18,19] can be achieved in the case of
high-pressure TiO2 [20,32]. Titania, TiO2 can also be

transformed to a cubic fluorite (CaF2 ) system at high
pressure [21,22]. As the realization of such experimental
techniques synthesizing the high-pressure structure remains
heavy and complicated, and ab-initio calculations were
performed to explore the cubic type [23–25].
Interestingly, oxide-based diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMOs), considered to be magnetic systems at room
temperature, have been intensively studied for their potential applications in spintronics [26]. Reference [27] is one of
the pillar-works that showed the ferromagnetic order at
room temperature in the Co-doped anatase TiO2 . Since
then, several theoretical and experimental studies have been
conducted on the magnetic, electronic and structural properties of the transition metal (TM) doping TiO2 with TM =
Mn, Cr, Fe and Ni [28–30]. Some works have found ferromagnetic DMOs above room temperature, others have
reported different magnetic behaviours. Indeed, for TiO2 ,
magneto-optic Kerr effect and vibrating sample magnetometry measurements reveal that Co-doped TiO2 , in anatase and rutile structures, respectively, exhibit
ferromagnetism above room temperature [31,32]. While
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic behaviours were reported
[33] for colloidal (Co, Cr)-doped TiO2 studied by magnetic
circular dichroism spectroscopy and transmission electron
microscopy. Squid magnetometry spectroscopy indicated
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the absence of room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM)
in Co-doped titania thin films prepared by spray pyrolysis
[34]. Ab-initio density functional theory (DFT) investigations of the local environment around magnetic impurity
atoms in TiCoO2 rutile show that the interstitial Co destroys
the spin polarization and reduces the average magnetic
moment of impurity atoms [35].
Curie temperature is one of the most fundamental properties of ferromagnetism in the spintronics development,
especially T C higher than 300 K [36]. Several studies have
shown that diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) doped
with TM impurities exhibit high Curie temperature [37–41].
The control of the transition temperature depends mainly
on the magnetic cation concentrations and the holes density
[42–45]. RTFM at low-concentration of TM impurities has
been observed in Ti1x TMx O2 doped with Mn, Mg and V
[46–48]. Based on Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy,
ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy, field-emission scanning
electron microscopy and vibrating sample magnetometer,
Ni-doped TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized by sol–gel method
have been investigated [49]. Cr-doped TiO2 films, grown on
a-Al2 O3 substrates by pulsed-laser deposition, are ferromagnetic up to room temperature [50]. Mo–N co-doped
TiO2 anatase nanotubes films, prepared by a two-step anodic oxidation method enhanced the saturation magnetizations origins [51].
This study aims to manipulate and adapt the electronic,
structural and magnetic properties and also the Curie temperature of the DMO TiO2 for the spintronics applications,
through doping with single and double transition metal
impurities, namely, (Co, Nb) and (Co, Ru).
To do so, we consider titania dioxide Ti1x TMx O2 in
fluorite-type phase with a space group Fm-3m (no. 225), for
a variety of concentrations including 0:04  x  0:20 for
doping cases and 0:02  x; y  0:12 for co-doping cases.
Based on DFT calculations, densities of states (DOS) in
different configurations are plotted and discussed. The
resulting configurations show a half-metal character and
magnetic order, except in Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 where x ¼ y
and y [ x. The formation energy, Curie temperature and
magnetic moments (partial and total) are determined and
reported. Our findings show that the doping strongly affects
the spin polarization in the total and partial density of states
(TDOS and PDOS), and highly improves the Curie temperature, which confirms the prominence of our doped
systems for spintronic devices.

2.
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(GGA) as given by Perdew Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) [54]. In
the irreducible wedge part of the first Brillouin zone, up to
300 k-points were used. The crystal potential form is
approximated by a muffin-tin potential, and the wave
functions in the respective muffin-tin spheres were expanded in real harmonics l = 2, where l is the angular
momentum defined at different sites. The configurations of
valence electron are 3d2 4s2 for Ti and 2s2 2p4 for O atom.
Those of the Co, Nb and Ru dopants are 3d7 4s2 ,
4d5 5s1 and 4d7 5s1 ; respectively.

3.

Results and discussion

Before exploring the electronic and magnetic properties, as
well as the phase stability and Curie temperature of the
studied materials, we start first by a structural optimization
displayed in figure 1. In the fluorite-type phase of the TiO2
structure, the Ti atoms, occupying the (0; 0; 0) positions of a
face centered cubic crystal (fcc), have O ions as first
neighbours with inter-distance of dðTi  OÞ ¼ 2:06Å, while
the oxygen atoms, at the (14 ; 14 ; 14) positions in crystal structure, are tetrahedrally surrounded by the Ti atoms. Furthermore, empty spheres noticed X with atomic number
Z ¼ 0, are considered in figure 1 to reach a good packing.
The calculations reveal that the lattice parameter of pure
TiO2 is about 4:781Å: This value is in a good concordance
with the theoretical values of 4:622, 4:828 and 4:831Å;
obtained using KKR-LDA [46], LCAO-GGA [55] and
GGA-PW91 [56], respectively. It is also in good agreement
with 4:516 Å measured by laser heating between 1900 and
2100 K at a pressure of 48 GPa [57] and with 4:870 Å found

Method of calculations and crystal structure

All the calculations presented in this work were performed
using DFT within the Korringa Kohn Rostoker (KKR) in
combination with the coherent-potential-approximation
(CPA) [52] as implemented in the Machikaneyama2002V08
packages [53]. The exchange-correlation energy was treated
by considering the generalized-gradient approximation

Figure 1. Fluorite-type phase of pure titanium dioxide, TiO2 .
Big grey balls and red ones indicate Ti and O atoms, respectively.
Small green balls refer to empty spheres.
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at 0 GPa and 300 K [58]. It is observed that according to
[25,32], the formation of the cubic structure of TiO2 takes
place at about 48 GPa.

3.1

Electronic and magnetic properties

Using the GGA approximation, figure 2a and b displays
TDOS and PDOS and the band structure, respectively, for
pure titania, TiO2 . The positioning of Fermi level near the
maximum valence band and the presence of the band gap
indicates that TiO2 is a p-type semiconductor with the band
gap energy, Eg equals to 1:05 eV which is in good agreement with 1 eV reported in ref. [46], and 1:04 eV obtained
in ref. [6]. In addition, the maximum valance band and
minimum conduction band correspond with the two symmetry quasi-moments at X and C points of the first-Brillouine-zone, respectively. And thus, generated an indirect
band gap (X – C) (see figure 2b).
By examining the total and partial DOS in figure 2a, the
symmetry between the majority and minority spins, for both
the conduction and the valence bands reveal that pure TiO2
is a non-magnetic semiconductor. This is confirmed by the
null magnetic moments (see table 1). As shown in figure 2a,
oxygen 2p-states dominate the valence band of the pure
TiO2 , while 3d-Ti states composed the conduction band.
In subsequent sections, we investigate the contribution
and influence of the doping Co, Nb and Ru elements on the
magnetic, electronic properties and stability of the TiO2
compounds doped with different concentrations. More
precisely, we calculate and draw the T-DOS and P-DOS and
determinate the formation energy, ferromagnetic energy
(EFerro ) and the disordered local moment energy (EDLM ).
We also discuss the stability of the single doped systems
and their magnetic orders.
3.1a Co-dopants: Figure 3a–d plots the total and partial
DOS of Ti1x Cox O2 , for concentrations 4, 9, 15 and 20%.
The TDOS corresponding to the four doped compounds
displays a wide band gap in the spin down part, while the

Figure 2.
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Table 1. Partial and total magnetic moments (FM, DLM) in
cobalt-doped TiO2 configurations.
Xð%Þ
0
4
9
15
20

M FM
Co (lB)

M FM
T (lB)

0.0
0.76662
0.78716
0.79977
0.80701
Ti1x Cox O2

0.0
0.0388
0.0884
0.1477
0.1969

M DLM
(lB)
Co

M DLM
(lB)
T

0.0
0.72128/-0.72128
0.70191/-0.70191
0.66459/-0.66459
0.62626/-0.62626

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

spin-up electrons show metallic behaviour. One can also
observe that the symmetry between majority and minority
spins is broken, which is a signature of the existence of spin
polarization in the TDOS. Therefore, all Co-concentrations
give rise to the half-metallic character and magnetic order
in Ti1x Cox O2 . Compared to PDOS of TiO2 in figure 2, one
deduces that the PDOS of Ti-(3d) and O-(2p) move into
lower and higher energy levels, respectively, while the
PDOS presenting Co-(3d) broadens and decreases. This can
be due to the increased hybridization induced by the 3dstates of cobalt impurity with their neighbours 3d-titanium
electrons, and also 2p-oxygen electrons.
To shed more light on the previous result, figure 4a, b and
c presents separately the PDOS of Co, Ti and O for the
specific concentration xðCoÞ ¼ 15%. Figure 4d shows the
variation of 3d-cobalt DOS as a function of the concentration x. It is well known that the crystal field effect contributes to the separation of t2 and e parts in degenerated dorbitals. In our case, the tetrahedral crystal field, formed by
the cation 3d-TM and the anion O in Co-doped TiO2 , has
partially removed the degeneracy in 3d level from five times
degenerated 3d to the highest energy triply degenerate t2
states and the lowest energy doubly degenerate e states. In
particular, as shown in figure 4a, the 3d-Co4þ electrons
occupy gradually the majority spin tup
2 and totally e states.
Consequently, the total magnetic moment increases as listed

(a) The total and partial DOS and (b) the band structure of pure TiO2 , the zero energy corresponds to the Fermi level EF .
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Partial and total DOS of TiO2 doped with different cobalt concentrations, x = ((a) 4, (b) 9, (c) 15 and (d) 20%).

in table 1. However, these levels in 3d-Ti are localized in
conduction band which explains the emptiness of their spin
states (see figure 4b).
When varying the concentration x of Co-impurity,
figure 4d shows that the Fermi level crosses only the
majority tup
2 states of Co, confirming the half metallic
behaviour of Ti1x Cox O2 . Furthermore, the increase in x
concentration results in a reduction in the peak height of 3dCo and an enlargement in its width at the Fermi level, due to
the strong hybridization with other valence states. Thus, the
widening of the partially filled tup
2 band at E F stabilizes
ferromagnetism in TiO2 doped with Co. This can be
explained by the double exchange mechanism in the DMS.
Indeed, this mechanism makes the energy gain proportional
to the effective p
bandwidth of the impurity, which in turn is
proportional to x. One deduces from figures 3 and 4 that
the double exchange mechanism is the mechanism responsible for magnetism in Ti1x Cox O2 , in good agreement with
our previous results on TiO2 co-doped with (V, Mn) [29]
and CeO2 doped with double impurities (Pd, C) [59].
3.1b Nb and Ru single doping: In this second part, we
study the doping of TiO2 by 4d-TM atoms (Nb and Ru)

with concentration x varies from 4 to 20%. The TDOS and
PDOS of the conduction and the valence bands for 20%
doping concentration are presented in figure 5. The
symmetry between the spin-up and spin-down states for
both bands and the spin moments values in the output files
confirm that the Ti1x Nbx O2 and Ti1x Rux O2 are not
magnetic. Furthermore, the Nb doping moves the Fermi
level (EF ) to the conduction band and bottom showing a ntype behaviour (see figure 5a) which can help to reduce
the electron transfer energy from valence to conduction
band. For the doping by Ru, the displacement of the Fermi
level (EF ) to band gap middle reveals that the compound is
an intrinsic semiconductor (see figure 5b). Due to
tetrahedral splitting formed by Ti cation and O anion,
the TM-4d split into the triply degenerated t2 states and
doubly degenerated e states, so that they are taking the
high and low energies, respectively. Since Ru has eight
electrons in valence band, four replace the Ti electrons
and four filled the majority and minority spin of Ru-e
states. Thence, we can see from the PDOS in figure 5 that
4d-e is totally filled and 4d-t2 is empty of Ru4þ . For the
Nb-doping case, the 4d-e is partially occupied (one
electron of spin-up state and one electron of spin-down

Bull. Mater. Sci. (2021)44:176
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Figure 4. Partial DOS of (a) e and t2 of 3d-Co, (b) e and t2 of 3d-Ti and (c) 2s and 2p of O-atoms in Ti0:85 Co0:15 O2 configuration.
(d) The variation of 3d-cobalt DOS in terms of the concentration x.

state) and t2 is empty which indicates that the stability of
ions is not Nb4þ , but it is Nb3þ (figure 5a).
3.1c TM co-doping: To consider co-doping effect, we
investigate both Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 and Ti1xy Cox Ruy O2
with 0:02  x  0:06 and 0:02  y  0:06. Figure 6 presents
T-DOS and P-DOS for three different cases, namely, (i) x =
y (figure 6a, b), (ii) x \ y (figure 6c, d) and (iii) x [ y
(figure 6e, f). The asymmetrical behaviour of the DOS
curves and the values listed in table 2 confirm the presence
of magnetism in all diluted configurations.
Compared to single impurities, the mechanism of doping
systems with double impurities results in many interesting
features. Through obvious analysis, figure 6e shows that for
the case x [ y; the minority-spin and majority-spin of
Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 component exhibit, respectively, a band
gap and a metallic behaviour at Fermi level, whereas in
others cases, namely x ¼ y and x\y, the two spin channels
exhibit a metallic behaviour at EF where it crosses the peaks

at spin-up and spin-down states (see figure 6a and c). When
Ru co-doping Ti1xy Cox Ruy O2 (figure 6b, d and f), all the
configurations show a band gap in spin-down and a metallic
behaviour in spin-up at the Fermi level. Moreover, the halfmetallic nature of the systems might be widely beneficial
for a 100% spin polarization in ground state of all Ru codoping and Nb co-doping cases when (x [ y) i.e., the Fermi
level crossing only the peak in the t2 states of spin up (see
figure 6b, d–f). Additionally, this mechanism helps
improving the total magnetic moments of the system and
also provides the significant strength of the magnetic
interaction between the double impurities.
When the D-atoms are substituted on Ti-site, the electrons migrate from d-Nb states to d-Co ones, while the Ru
keep their d-electrons. This fact explains the shift of the
orbital d-Nb to the empty conduction band states near the
Fermi level with respect to the doping cases, while Ru-4d is
observed in the valence band. It is also observed that the
Fermi level crosses the tup
2 peak of 3d-Co in all co-doped
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Figure 5. First line: (a) total and partial DOS of Ti0:8 Nb0:2 O2 ; (b) e and t2 of 4d-Nb and (c) e and t2 of 3d-Ti. (d) Total and partial
DOS of Ti0:8 Ru0:2 O2 , (e) e and t2 of 4d-Ru and (f) e and t2 of 3d-Ti.

Figure 6. (Ru, Nb) co-doping effect on total and partial DOS of Ti1xy Cox Dy O2 for different concentrations: (a) xCo ¼ yNb ¼ 4%,
(b) xCo ¼ yRu ¼ 4%, (c) ðxCo ¼ 2Þ\ðyNb ¼ 4Þ%, (d) ðxCo ¼ 2Þ\ðyRu ¼ 4Þ%, (e) ðxCo ¼ 4Þ [ ðyNb ¼ 2Þ% and (f)
ðxCo ¼ 4Þ [ ðyNb ¼ 2Þ%.

Ti1xy Cox Dy O2 except for (x\y and x ¼ y) in
Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 where EF is located near the e peak of
3d-Co (down-spin).
As shown by the solid arrows, indicating the filled states
and the dashed arrows referring to the empty states in

figure 6, both spin-channels (up and down) for e orbitals of
Co-3d states are completely occupied, while the tdown
2
orbital is empty and the tup
2 is partially occupied except for
(x\y and x ¼ y) in Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 where tup
2 is totally
occupied. These findings are in good agreement with

FM
(lB)
MCo

2.36283
0.01657
–2.30487 –0.02881
2.27031
0.04122
2.24852
0.05200
2.21602
0.00378
2.21553
0.00571
–2.22165 –0.00754
2.22469
0.00892
–1.44127 –0.02989
–1.45796 –0.04176
–1.47475 –0.06126
–1.47976 –0.06938
Ti1-x-yCoxNbyO2

(4, 4)
(6, 6)
(8, 8)
(10, 10)
(2, 4)
(3, 6)
(5, 10)
(6, 12)
(4, 2)
(6, 3)
(10, 5)
(12, 6)

FM
MNb
(lB)

0.1259
–0.1852
0.2444
0.3035
0.0581
0.0845
–0.1313
0.1515
–0.0772
–0.1171
–0.1972
–0.2372

MTFM
(lB)
2.34238/–2.34238
2.28678/–2.28678
2.25454/–2.25454
2.23432/–2.23432
2.21331/–2.21331
2.21170/–2.21170
2.21482/–2.21482
2.21639/–2.21639
1.44095/–1.44095
1.45636/–1.45636
1.46934/–1.46934
1.47191/–1.47191

DLM
MCo
(lB)
(up/dn)

0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0

DLM
MNb
(lB)
(up/dn)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

MTDLM
(lB)

M FM
Ru
(lB)

–0.84134 0.00206
0.84572
–0.00269
0.85045
–0.00312
–0.85507 0.00335
0.85383
0.00378
–0.85555 0.00159
0.86146
–0.00227
0.86456
–0.00253
0.83206
–0.00202
0.83495
–0.00261
–0.84079 0.00316
0.84363
–0.00317
Ti1-x-yCoxRuyO2

M FM
Co
(lB)

Partial and total magnetic moments (FM, DLM) in (Nb and Ru) co-doped Ti1x Cox O2 configurations.

(x, y)%

Table 2.

–0.0409
0.0610
0.0812
–0.1013
0.0581
–0.0295
0.0462
0.0539
0.0406
0.0606
–0.1005
0.1204

M FM
T
(lB)

0.80203/–0.80203
0.79366/–0.79366
0.78611/–0.78611
0.77870/–0.77870
0.82955/–0.82955
0.82573/–0.82573
0.82217/–0.82217
0.82115/–0.82115
0.79134/–0.79134
0.78044/–0.78044
0.75924/–0.75924
0.74854/–0.74854

M DLM
(lB)
Co
(up/dn)

0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0
0.0/–0.0

M DLM
Ru
(lB)
(up/dn)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

M DLM
T
(lB)

x[y

x\y

x=y
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numerous studies in the literature, such as refs [60–62],
which demonstrate that according to the ligand field
strength, the low-spin ligand makes thermally filling difficult for high energy states (i.e., the spin-state ordering
dependent to crystal field or the ligand field, stabilizing high
spin in weak-field cases and low-spin states in strong-field
cases). Through a preview of figures 4 and 6b, d–f, we noted
that the lower energy orbitals are completely occupied
before occupancy of the upper sets begins, this is referred as
strong-field ligands which results from a large splitting D
between lower and higher energies of the d-orbitals. Conversely to ‘low-spin’, ‘high-spin’ ligands are weak-field
ligands since the d-orbitals splitting D is small. In this case,
after filling the low-energy orbitals by electrons in the same
direction, it becomes much easier to place the electrons in
the higher energy orbitals than to put two electrons in the
same low energy orbitals. This explains the result depicted
in figure 6a and b where the spin-up states are occupied
completely prior to occupying the spin-down states of Co
(see figure 6e). Comparing the PDOS of Co, Ru and Nb, we
can see that the stability of ions, Co4þ and Ru4þ in
Ti1xy Cox Ruy O2 which have 3d5 and 4d4 , respectively.
Furthermore, the electronic configuration of the Co-3d and
Nb-4d atoms in the Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 compounds for x [ y
is attributed to the Co3þ and Nb5þ , which has 3d6 and 4d0 ,
respectively (see figure 6e). Furthermore, the small shifting
of the Fermi level at 3d-t2 of Co means that 3d-cobalt takes
one electron from 4d-Nb as given in figures 6e and f. In
Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 compounds where x ¼ y or x \ y (see
figure 6a and c), the electronic configuration of the Co-3d
and Nb-4d atoms is attributed to the Co2þ and Nb5þ , which
have 3d7 and 4d0 ; respectively. This is confirmed in
figure 6a and c where the spin up states (e and t2 ) are
completely filled by five electrons and the spin-down states
are partially occupied by two electrons. This explains the
increase in the magnetic moment of cobalt for Nb co-doping
cases compared to doping and Ru co-doping cases as
reported in tables 1 and 2.
Table 2 indicates that the magnetic moment values of
impurities have the same sign in (Co, Nb) co-doping cases,
and an opposite sign in (Co, Ru) co-doping cases. It results
that the spin states of Co and Nb are oriented in the same
direction (i.e., they are in a ferromagnetic (FM) ordering),
while those of Co and Ru are in a ferrimagnetic (FiM)
ordering. Although ferrimagnets have a very different
magnetic order than ferromagnets, the ferrimagnetic compounds exhibit all FM behaviours, such as spontaneous
magnetization, Curie temperature, remanence and hysteresis. This means that even if their configuration is antiparallel, their total magnetic moment is still non-zero.
According to table 2, the total moment M T given per unit
cell, decreases with the increase in doping and co-doping
concentrations, this is because of the unit cell number in the
super-cell automatically generated by the code. In other
words, systems doped by small concentrations need a
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super-cell superior to the super-cell systems doped by high
concentrations. As a result, the magnetic moment per unit
cell is large in systems doped by small concentrations
compared to systems doped by higher concentrations, as
illustrated for
ð10;10Þ;a¼20%

ðM T

ð10;5Þ;a¼15%

¼ 0:3035 [ M T

¼ 0:2372Þ

in Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 . Moreover, the influence of co-doping
is very obvious in increasing the magnetic moment and the
Curie temperature as recorded for other DMSs [46,59].
Finally, it was noticed that in co-doping cases, namely
Ti1xy Cox Dy O2 (D = Nb, Ru), the greatest local magnetic
moment occurs on Co-atoms as displayed in table 2.
To explain the difference between the Co magnetic
moment values obtained in table 2, we plot figure 7. It is
inferred that the configurations are compatible with the
results obtained in previous figures such as figures 3 and 6.
More precisely, the Co (3d5 ) configuration corresponds to
Ti1xy Cox Ruy O2 and Ti1x Cox O2 , Co (3d6 ) refers to
Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 when x [ y, and the last Co (3d7 ) one
concerns Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 for x ¼ y and x [ y cases. Due
to the number N Co of free electrons in each configuration,
namely 1 in 3d5 , 2 in 3d6 , and 3 in 3d7 (i.e.,
5
3d6
3d7
N 3d
Co \N Co \N Co ), it follows the small magnetic moment
value obtained in 3d5 compared to 3d6 and 3d7
5
3d6
3d7
(i.e.; M 3d
Co \M Co \M Co ).

3.2

Stability phase and Curie temperature

We start by examining the structural stability of these new
materials using the following relation [41]
Co
O
1x Cox O2
1x Cox O2
ETi
¼ ETi
 ðð1  xÞETi
tot
tot þ xEtot þ 2E tot
form

ð1Þ
Ti

1xy
Eform

Cox Dy O2

Co
1x Dx O2
¼ ETi
 ðð1  x  yÞETi
tot
tot þ xE tot
D
O
þ yEtot þ 2Etot ;

ð2Þ
where EX
tot is the total energy of X and D = Nb and Ru. The
negative formation energy values indicate that the compounds are stable [41]. As shown in tables 1 and 2, all
results of formation energy values (Eform ) are negative, this
means that the Ti1x Cox O2 with x varying from 0 to 20%
and Ti1xy Cox Dy O2 with 2%\x; y\12% compounds are

Figure 7.

Band coupling models for 3d orbital of Co.
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Table 3. Difference between (FM, DLM) energies (DE), stability, Curie temperature, T C and the formation energy in cobaltdoped TiO2 configurations.
X (%)
0
4
9
15
20

DE ðmeVÞ
0.0
1.74
3.99
6.50
8.20
Ti1x Cox O2

Stability

T C ðKÞ

Eform ðeVÞ

—
FM
FM
FM
FM

—
336.7
343.6
335.3
316.8

–12.56
–12.08
–11.50
–10.82
–10.26

energetically stable. Moreover, when increasing doping
x and y concentrations of Co and D, the formation energy
values increase suggesting a decrease in the stability of our
(co)-doped materials in good agreement with reference [41].
To examine and discuss the magnetic stability, the energy
values of ferromagnetic states EFM and the disordered-localmoment states EDLM are calculated and the difference
between them DE ¼ EDLM  EFM=FiM is displayed in
tables 3 and 4. According to refs [63–65], the local magnetic moments of impurities are randomly distributed in the
DLM state, so that the total magnetic moment is zero.
Within the CPA formalism used here, the DLM state is
modelled by a paramagnetic state with randomly oriented
magnetic moments below T C [65–67]. The up and down
moments, have different probabilities, but have equal concentrations [67]. Specifically for Co doping TiO2 , in the
ferromagnetic configuration, the spins align in the same
direction Ti1x Coup
x O2 , while the followed configuraup
down
tion,Ti1x Cox=2 Cox=2 O2 refers to the disordered local
moment states where the two halves of the TM ion spins are

176

opposite in their directions. DLM states show zero total
magnetic moment for all configurations as reported in
tables 1 and 2. Moreover, the positive values of the energy
difference DE mean that the corresponding configurations
are ordered ferromagnetically or ferrimagnetically. As
illustrated in table 3, when doping concentrations are
increased, the total energy difference increases linearly with
small DE values that are in good agreement with previous
studies of refs [68–70]. Therefore, the most stable state of
TiO2 doped with cobalt is the ferromagnetic phase.
The corresponding Curie temperature (T C ), defined as the
temperature at which the ferromagnetic substance loses its
ferromagnetism and becomes paramagnetic, is expressed as
follows [41]:
TC ¼

2 DE
;
3K B a

ð3Þ

where K B , DE and a are the Boltzmann constant, total difference energy and concentration of the magnetic ions
(a ¼ x in doping cases and a ¼ x þ y in co-doping cases),
respectively. The values of the corresponding Curie temperature in Ti1x Cox O2 are higher than 300 K for all concentrations, and concord well with the ones of V and Mn
doping the same material [46] and are in good agreement
with other studies demonstrating ferromagnetic properties
above room temperature [71,72].
As we have already indicated, the mechanism responsible
for ferromagnetism in Ti
p 1x Cox O2 is the double exchange
that is proportional to x. This explains the behaviour of
T C illustrated in table 3.
Based on the previous discussion for Nb- and Ru-doped
Ti1x Cox O2 , and by examining the previous results on total
energy, the difference in local spins and the partial DOS of
the various configurations given above, the stability of the
magnetic phases is determined. Depending on the

Table 4. Variation of ((FM or FiM), DLM) energy, stability, the corresponding T C and the formation energy in (Nb and Ru) co-doped
Ti1x Cox O2 configurations.
(x, y)
%

DE
(meV)

(4, 4)
(6, 6)
(8, 8)
(10, 10)
(2, 4)
(3, 6)
(5, 10)
(6, 12)
(4, 2)
(6, 3)
(10, 5)
(12, 6)

0.92
FM
–0.37
AFM
–0.20
AFM
–3.83
AFM
–0.08
AFM
–0.17
AFM
–0.36
AFM
-0.45
AFM
4.21
FM
5.87
FM
8.65
FM
9.82
FM
Ti1-x-yCoxNbyO2

Stability
phase

TC
(K)

Efor
(eV)

88.75
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
542.28
504.85
446.20
422.20

–10.98
–10.20
–9.41
–8.63
–10.53
–11.20
–10.53
–8.53
–11.52
–11.03
–10.00
–9.49

DE
(meV)

Stability
phase

3.26
FiM
4.44
FiM
5.52
FiM
6.51
FiM
1.74
FiM
2.31
FiM
3.22
FiM
3.59
FiM
3.41
FiM
4.69
FiM
6.99
FiM
8.03
FiM
Ti1-x-yCoxRuyO2

TC
(K)

Efor
(eV)

315.46
286.40
266.93
252.18
225.47
198.94
165.89
154.43
440.06
403.42
360.51
345.00

–11.39
–10.81
–10.21
–9.61
–11.18
–11.64
–10.24
–9.78
–11.74
–11.33
–10.49
–10.07

x=y

x\ y

x[y
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concentrations (x; y), there are FM, AFM and FiM phases as
shown in table 4. Recall that ferrimagnetic materials have a
critical temperature above which they become paramagnetic. This point is similar to that of ferromagnetic, i.e.,
Curie temperature, T C [73]. In this regard, the reported
values of Curie temperature are more significant in Nb codoping cases with respect to Ru-doping configurations, in
particular, the results received from x[y which also exceed
the Curie temperature of Ti1x Cox O2 given in table 3.
Further, antiferromagnetism is stabilized due to the superexchange mechanism, while the double-exchange is
responsible for the ferromagnetic order.
Our findings are well compatible with previous DMS and
DMO works, such as (Pd,C)-doped CeO2 [59], (V, Mn) codoped TiO2 [46], Cr-doped ZnTe [74], Cr-doped AlAs [75],
(Ca, Sr)-doped AlAs [76] and (V, Ti) co-doped AlAS [41].
4.

Conclusion

The electronic, structural and magnetic properties and the
temperature T C of TiO2 doped with single and double
impurities, (Co, Nb) and (Co, Ru) are studied using the
KKR–CPA method. Different concentrations, specifically
0:04  x  0:20 for doped cases and 0:02  x; y  0:12 for
co-doped configurations, are considered. The effect of
doping TiO2 with Co, (Co, Nb) and (Co, Ru), leads to a spin
polarization, P = 100% in TDOS and PDOS except in
Ti1xy Cox Nby O2 (x [ y and x ¼ y). A half-metal character
with a magnetic order is observed for all concentrations.
The polarization is only in one direction at the Fermi level.
The mechanism responsible for the stability of the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic phases is the double-exchange and super-exchange couplings, respectively. In
addition, significant values of Curie temperature are found
for most of these compounds. The characteristics obtained
for (co)-doped TiO2 are very much required for the manufacture of future spintronic devices.
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